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The Age of Discovery - 1425 to 1600 (problem of communication 

partially solved)

The motivations of Discovery: evangelism; the pursuit of glory (civic 

republicanism); profit; social status

These enabled, and motivated, by improvements in ocean travel: ship 

construction and navigation.

Improvements in ocean travel

Innovations in ships and navigation allowed America and East Indies 

exploitation

Setting the Atlantic Explorer Example: Portugal

- Seamen of Portugal and western Spain long acquainted with nearby 

Atlantic waters, trading in the harbors of Morocco, fishing the 

Newfoundland Atlantic coast, and making occasional voyages to the 

Canary Islands searching for dyewoods and to purchase slaves.



Why the Atlantic? To circumvent Venice and 

eliminate the “middle man”

Venice: In 1425, was for hundreds of years the richest and 

most powerful center of Europe (the medieval model of 

economic improvement through trading)

- Gained large local profits from European and Levant 

markets – Venice has great strategic site (geography)

- Access to Adriatic Sea with experienced sailing 

culture

- Venice major center of trade with eastern Moslems 

and indirectly Indians during the Middle Ages.

- Also served as supplier of luxury goods to Middle 

and Western Europe – spices and silks

- Sourced food grains from the Black Sea



Venice Trade Routes



- Reached peak during the 15th century when the city-

state monopolized luxury goods trade from India 

(spices and silks), through the Moslem controlled 

Levant, using exclusive trade agreements and vast 

merchant marine infrastructure. 

o “Squeezed out” Spanish and Portuguese, who 

embarked on search for the new route to India, 

leading to the discovery of the Americas

o Continued to prosper after 1453 and fall of 

Istanbul to Ottoman Turks



- Only the nobility and wealthy had the right to 

exercise the wealth-bringing long-distance trade 

and to participate in Venetian political decisions. 

o Left production and small business to the strata 

of its society that were not capable of becoming 

a member of Venetian council - which was the 

visible sign of nobility

o Not a feudal political system (institutions)

o Did have guilds (which would be Venice’s 

downfall) (institution)

o New business forms created for investing in 

trade voyages (legal, politics; institution)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venetian_nobility


Portuguese trading

o At 1st, did not sail south of the Sahara along the western 

African coast; instead purchased from Muslim traders 

bringing goods overland across the desert to the north 

African coast for shipment on Portuguese ships for sale in 

Europe.

o Portugal also supplied Northern Europe with Mediterranean 

produce with ships hugging the western European coast 

making way to England, and northern Europe, including 

France.

o Supplied Europe with fish from Newfoundland

o Portugal needed imported wheat though due to poor 

ground, and its peasants moved into Portuguese towns with 

their growing demand for labor to serve trade, shipping and 

fisheries.



- Ships and navigation were adequate for the 

Mediterranean travel but not for long ocean voyages 

down the African coast or across the Atlantic

(innovation needed)

o In 1291 and 1348 unsuccessful attempts made 

by Italians to sail farther south along coast of 

Africa. 

o Canary Islands discovered by Spain soon after 

1400 but exploration of Sahara coastline not 

taken up until 1415 by the Portuguese.

o Only navigational instruments were a compass 

and a rough maps; ships not built for rough 

Atlantic weather (innovation needed)



Navigation without landmarks based largely on the coordinates of 

latitude and longitude. 

- Latitude refers to how far north or south someone is. Longitude 

refers to east or west. 

- Latitude measured by astrolabe, which showed sailors how far 

north or south their position was relative to North Star.

- Location and current maps also developed and widely published 

through printing industry (thank you Guttenberg)

- Longitude initially calculated by dead reckoning and maps, 

speed, and logs (contained a record of courses, speeds, soundings, and 

other relevant information) to check dead reckoning. 

- Mechanical longitude finder not invented until 18th century by a 

Brit (of course)



o Ship rigging limited sailing with the prevailing 

wind systems; difficult on the African coast.

▪ Portuguese explorers initially used square 

rigged, one or two mast vessels of 20 to 40 

tons; unstable, flat bottomed, with a shallow 

draft.

o Carried large crews (at large expense) because of 

need to use oars in adverse wind conditions and 

to defend against pirates.



Portuguese Politics spurs innovation and exploration

Portugal small, poor, mountainous and uncultivated 

(motivation/culture to find alternative)

o Civil wars in Portugal had degraded the power and 

wealth of aristocracy. 

o Merchant support of royal power resulted in 15th century 

Portugal having a large and vigorous trading and 

shipping interest, and a weakened nobility (the source of 

investments)

o Merchants wanted to find fresh employment for their 

surplus cash in new avenues of trade and the nobility 

hoped to revitalize overlordship in new, more fertile lands



- At the beginning of the 15th century Portuguese 

merchants and nobility had motives of glory and 

gain in the East Indian trade (i.e., the Venetian 

trade). 

- However, early expeditions were unpopular in 

Portugal. 

- Took the financial and authoritarian backing of 

Prince Henry the Navigator to fund the initial 

Portuguese exploration projects. 

o Henry had at his disposal the great resources of 

the nightly order, the Order of Christ.



Improvements in Sailing Technology

- The square-rigged ship could sail with contrary 

wind. Seamen had for centuries regarded Cape 

Bojador, Africa, at 26° north, as the limit of 

southward voyages.

o Going further south, a ship would move into 

the belt of the north east trade winds that would 

hinder sailing back to Portugal.

o Trade winds required an immense detour into 

the Atlantic. This may be why Madeira and the 

Azores were discovered in this period.



- After trade wind problem conquered, Cape of Good 

Hope (southern tip of Africa) proved to be a psychological 

obstacle, long seen as the last point before the unknown.

- Navigational instruments and methods decisively 

improved around 1450. 

Africa as an extractive source and an European market

- African exploration proved profitable in 1440s when the 

first substantial cargo of slaves brought back to Portugal.

- Slave trade increased in 1444, with six ships bringing 

back slaves; in 1445 another 26 ships would visit Africa 

for slaves under license from Prince Henry of Portugal. 



- By the mid-1450s 1000 slaves a year for being 

brought back from Africa for continental Europe 

and the Madeira and Canary Islands. 

o Used for fieldwork and sugar plantations in the 

west African islands. 

o Sugar became the main agricultural product 

with some sugar islands having to import food.

o Profitability of sugar would eventually replace 

food crops on the island with sugarcane. 

o Portuguese bartered Mediterranean products 

(guns, powder and ammunition were popular) 

for the slaves.



- West Africa would also be the source for pepper (to 

compete with the pepper of the East Indies), ivory and 

above all gold. 

- Portugal purchased enough African gold to start minting 

own coins (currency)

- The pepper, gold and slaves caught attention of other 

European powers (imitation)

- By mid-1450s, there was continued pressure on East 

Indian trade by Turks on the eastern Mediterranean. 

o Traders from Genoa and Genoa financiers turned 

their attention to the western Mediterranean as 

opportunities for investment in trading ventures of 

Portugal and Spain.



- Spain was paying attention to the Portuguese activities 

also, coming in conflict with the Portuguese with regard 

to exploitation of the Canary Islands.

- Spain however in the 15th century, was consumed with 

the Reconquista of the Moors, with the final expulsion 

occurring in 1492. 

- Columbus had lived in Portugal and solicited the 

Portuguese for funds for his initial voyage but was 

rejected; they knew better than Spain about distance to 

India



Exploiting the Americas

In the 50 years after Columbus discovered the Caribbean 

islands, an extraordinarily rapid exploration occurred with 

European extractive economics going full speed to exploit 

New World.

- Objectives/justifications were evangelism and riches

- Spain went west though to exploit Columbus’ discovery

- Spain conquered the Caribbean islands and proceeded 

into central Mexico, Latin America and Peru after 

Caribbean gold exhausted.

- Portugal dominated trade with East Indies and west coast 

of Africa (slaves and market)



- Dutch and England made moderate intrusions on Spain 

and Portugal’s trade for 

- riches via piracy (e.g., Francis Drake), and 

- arose from fear of unbalanced economic and religious 

power

- Spanish Armada (1588) was Philip II’s attempt to 

quash aggressive English piracy and reform England 

by invasion



Gold and Silver

- Moderate amounts of gold discovered in Caribbean 

Islands but quickly spent by Spain on European wars; 

European inhabitants then migrated to Mexico, Latin 

America and South America

- With the reluctant blessings of Spain, Cortes and other 

Spanish leaders established an indentured servant 

structure with Aztecs, Incas and Mayans in the name of 

Christian conversion. 

- Initially “servants” would be used for farming

- Then for precious metal mining

- This arrangement would continue into the 1700s.

- Minted coin that was used for Spain’s wars and Dutch 

loan payments.



- Silver strikes in Mexico in 1530 proved massive and 

turned Mexico into an object of “quick riches” in addition 

to “slow riches” from European settlement and farming

- Only about 250,000 Europeans migrated to Spanish 

possessions before 1650 though

- Silver was discovered in Perú in the 1550s; Inca tribes 

indentured/slaves to mine

- Silver convoys became object to “small power” England’s 

exploitation



- Americas as source of wealth and market for England’s 

manufactured goods is gradually and haphazardly  

recognized. 

o Initial model in Virginia and Carolinas were 

feudalism using English poor

o This model failed and was replaced by freeholder 

model.

o English objectives were hazy as Crown concerned by 

other events, such as English Civil War



The Atlantic Slave Trade

- Soon Spain would dominate the slave trade to the 

Caribbean Islands initially farming food crops and tobacco 

(developing competitive products for the European market 

initially developed by Virginia tobacco in the early 1600s)

- England would claim its own Caribbean islands (Bahamas, 

Bermuda) and gain other islands after the Seven Years War 

with France in 1763

- Caribbean Islands would be converted to sugar cane 

growing and slave trade would flourish

- England would dominate slave trade after 1713 on British 

plantations owned by English MPs

- Caribbean slaves would be used in Carolina rice plantations 

beginning in 1700s and cotton plantations in late 1700s and 

until 1865.



The factors of economic growth from our first lecture

Innovation/improvements in sailing and navigation 

techniques led to West African and Atlantic trade

Surplus with merchants searching for investment led to the 

improved ships

Markets are beginning to be developed in America

Sources for exploitation are developed

Institutions of government and investing promoted trade and 

exploration and to ship building and maintenance



Institutions of slavery and indentured servitude led to 

increased products of sugar and metals

Institutions of church and evangelism led to exploration

Institution of civic republicanism led to the search for glory 

from discovery

Culture as a economic mindset is further developed. There 

was more to the world than just England, or even Europe, 

more opportunity and change was possible.



NEXT WEEK: WHY BRITAIN? 
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